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PRO-WEAR® LIFT FRONT HOOD
40 cal/cm2  hrc 4

a reVolutIonary hybrId In arc flash ProtectIon 
INTROdUcING THE NExT GENERATION IN ARc FLASH 
HEAd pROTEcTION.
Salisbury by Honeywell’s revolutionary Lift Front Hood is a unique hybrid 

combination hood that is lighter and more comfortable to wear than a standard 

arc flash hood . The combination of a wider face shield and transparent chin 

guard more than doubles the vertical peripheral vision one would experience 

while wearing a standard hood and offers the user greater outward visibility and 

access to natural light .  

The Lift Front Hood is comprised of 60% less fabric than standard arc flash hoods . 

This reduction in fabric allows for more natural head movement and eliminates 

the need for frequent hood adjustments due to shifts in the excess fabric .

In addition to increased visibility and comfort, the Lift Front Hood offers an extra 

level of safety protection for the user as it allows for increased breathability . The 

industrial bracket design creates a natural ventilation system that allows carbon 

dioxide and heat to escape as it rises from the body .

Lift Front Hood’s visibility, fabric weight, breathability and lifting features make it 

a pioneer in the fusion of comfort and safety in arc flash protection products and 

Salisbury by Honeywell is proud to take the lead in introducing this revolutionary 

product to the marketplace .

Breathability matters. According to OSHA, workers are at greater risk of heat 
stress while using bulky or non-breathable protective clothing and equipment. 

If the body cannot get rid of excess heat, it will store it. When this happens, 
the body’s core temperature rises and the heart rate increases.  As the body 
continues to store heat, the person begins to lose concentration and has 
difficulty focusing on a task, may become irritable or sick, and often loses the 
desire to drink. Exposure to heat can also increase the risk of injuries because 
of sweaty palms, lens fogging and dizziness.

NEW
NEW

Cat No. DesCriptioN 

LFH40  40 cal, 2 layer, 9oz/yd2 over 9oz/yd2 

LFH40-FL  40 cal, 2 layer, 9oz/yd2 over 9oz/yd2 includes two ASFL and  
 two FLCLIP

LFH40PLT 40 cal Premium Light Weight, 2 layer, 5oz/yd2 over 6oz/yd2

LFH40PLT-FL 40 cal Premium Light Weight, 2 layer, 5oz/yd2 over 6oz/yd2 

 includes two ASFL and two FLCLIP

aCCessories    

ASFL Attachable Task Light (1)

AS12CLIP Replacement Clips Set (2) 

FLCLIP Attachable Task Light Clip (1)

FLKIT Attachable Task Light (1) & FLCLIP

ASFL

ImProVed now 35 lumens

FLCLIP (1)

FLKIT




